Sister Mary Rolfe says

I lived near the Prophet Joseph's family and was acquainted with the two Partridge girls and the two Walker girls and their two brothers named Lucy, Catherine, William & Loren Walker. I never knew of them being Joseph's wives, though they all, being orphans lived there in 1841.

I saw Lucy Walker. She had a babe in her arms and told me she had been sealed to Joseph for eternity and to H.C. Kimball for time and Brother Kimball was proxy for Joseph. Elizithy Farr daughter of Elder Aaron Farr was sealed in the same way and William Clayton was her proxy for Joseph. She told me so herself. The first time I ever heard of the proxy and sealing business was in 1845 from Beth Shaba Smith, wife of George A. Also heard Joseph say to Brigham he would lead the church to Hell.
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